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Alig Conveyor Automation Private Limited (Previously known as Aleg Engineering), Specialized in industrial automation

in the sector of overhead and floor conveyors. Established in 2007, Alig Conveyor Automation Private Limited 

has experienced considerable technical and market growth in the last number of years. We provide overhead conveyors, 

floor conveyor, handling systems, and customized conveyors to suit customer's specific requirements. 

OUR INFRASTRUCTURE

We have developed our infrastructure in a proper manner to assure hassle-free performance of our various business 

activities. Our business premises are fully equipped with modern-day facilities and essential resources to provide non-stop 

support to our production operations. High-performing and reliable machines and tools are installed in our manufacturing 

facility to deliver flawless gamut of products. We have a spacious and well organized warehouse for the categorical and 

safe storage of our finished products. 

Continuous innovation of conveyor solutions created by passionate people

Worldwide leader in high-end conveyor solutions

Quality, Passion, Ambition, Team Spirit, 

Trustworthiness
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OUR MISSION

OUR VISION

OUR VALUES

ALIG CONVEYOR AUTOMATION PRIVATE LIMITED



I-Beam Conveyor

4 wheel & Mini 4 Wheel Conveyor

Enclosed Type Overhead Conveyor

Flat Belt Conveyor

Inclined Belt Conveyor

Trough Belt Conveyor

Telescopic Belt Conveyor

Slat Conveyor

Chain Conveyor

Chip/ Hinge Conveyor

Vertical Chain Conveyor

Gravity Roller Conveyor

Powered Roller Conveyor

Screw Conveyor

LED Bulb Aging Conveyor

Paint Shop

Assembly Line

Material transfer 

Fan testing Conveyor

Fan Stator Varnish Conveyor

Slaughter Solution
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Chain            Forged link rivetless chain.

             Size X-348/X-458/X-678

             Pitch 3",4" & 6"

             Pin dia 3/8",4/8",7/8"

             Breaking stength 8,000 kgs.,16,000 kgs.,32,000 kgs.

             Allowable Pull 800 kgs.,1,600 kgs.,3,200 kgs.

             Material EN8

             Finish                                Shot blasted & bearing surface milled.

Trolley

Track

Bends 

Drive

Oiler 

Take up 

2 wheel trolley with forged bracket. wheel are fitted with antifriction ball bearings  duly 

packed with provision for regreasing.

Made of ISMB 100, 125, 150 mm.

All horizontal & vertical bends are provided as per layout requirement. Horizontal bends

are provided with hardened guide rollers fitted with anti friction ball bearings & sealed for life.

Heavy duty sprocket . Caterpillar type unit Fitted with motor & worm reduction gear box.

Air mist lubrication provided.

Screw/ Weight Type
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I-BEAM CONVEYOR

Available in 4?, 5? and 6? conveyor track heights

Heavy duty forged chain and trolleys

Open track and chain design, all components are exposed and visible

FEATURES 

TECHNICAL DATA



We are known manufacturer and supplier in the market, offering Four Wheel & Mini Four Wheel Overhead Conveyors to 

our customers. These are best in moving items between stations, particularly in high facilities and custom build and 

assembled according to the clients needs.

4 WHEEL AND MINI 4 WHEEL CONVEYOR
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Flawless Finish

Easy Handling 

Attractive color combinations 

Elegant appearance

FEATURES

TECHNICAL DATA 

06 inch, 08 inch, 10 inch    

It is biplanar type

O/D 47mm x I/D 12.8mm x 14 mm thick

32 mm x 5 mm thick

8 BG Cold formed and work hardened

12.7 mm dia. x L 120 & 102 Bright Bar (Case Hardened)

O/D 20mm x I/D 12.8mm x L-14mm 

Bright Bar (Case Hardened)

MS U-shape design thick 5 mm

Cold formed angle 38x38x3 mm thick 

brackets at every 625mm

Screw/Weight Type tensioning arrangement provided

It is Sprocket and caterpillar type

Shear pin arrangement and clutch  Type

06 inch, 08 inch

It is biplanar type    

O/D 37mm x I/D 12mm x 12 mm thick

25mm x 5 mm thick

Square Cube 20 L-45 mm

12 mm dia. x L 82 & 90 Bright Bar (Case Hardened)

O/D 20mm x I/D 12mm x L-10mm 
& 15 mm Bright Bar (Case Hardened)

MS U-shape design thick 5mm

Screw/Weight Type tensioning  arrangement provided

Shear pin arrangement and clutch  Type

Bush

Clevis Bracket      

Track

Tension Unit

Drive Unit

Overload Safety

ISA 25x25x 3mm thick 

brackets at every 416mm

It is Sprocket and caterpillar type

Conveyor Pitch

Chain  

Wheel

Links

Cruciform

Axle

Mini 4 wheel conveyor4 wheel conveyor



ENCLOSED – TYPE OVERHEAD CONVEYOR
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The ALIG Enclosed Track Conveyor is a highly compact, medium capacity, chain conveyor with unique features to allow 

for maximum conveying flexibility in small spaces

Design Flexibility

Improved Work Environments

Modular Construction

Design Options

Lower cross section height

Finger pinch points are reduced with internally running conveyor chain

Prevents contamination of the conveyor chain and the product below smaller

radii on horizontal and vertical bends

Some designs allow an inverted “slot up” position with minimal or no modifications

FEATURES

TECHNICAL DATA

ADVANTAGES

Pitch of Link 04” (101.6mm)

Pitch of Hanger 8”(203.2mm)

Track W-57mm x H-67mm x thick 3mm

Material HR

Chain Type Stamping Bearing Type W/o attachment

Link Material EN8

Max Load Capacity 30Kg

Average Tensile strength 5000Kgf.

Drive Unit It is Caterpillar Type 



BELT CONVEYOR

Available with cleated plastic belts, modular plastic belts, or standard flat belts, in addition to add-ons like side rails,

our inclined belt conveyors are highly versatile material handling tools useful in a wide variety of industrial applications. 

If you don't see anything that meets your exact requirements, ALIG can work with you to create a custom inclined 

conveyor system suited specifically to your needs.
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The belt conveyor is very flexible, able to form bends, as well as gradients. 

It also permits a very wide range of belt material and geometry, including such things as antibacterial belts for the 

food industry, contoured and/or flighted belts for aggregate handling, wire mesh belts.

FEATURES

Long operational life

Easy to install

Minimum maintenance

INCLINED BELT CONVEYOR

Move products between floors, from floors to mezzanines, 

or to overhead conveyor lines Inclines move at a standard 

65 feet per minute, to ensure that a choke point is not 

created Our complete incline conveyors come with motor, 

reducer, brakes, supports, and lower horizontal feeder 

section Motors are reversible, reducing downtime if 

products need to be taken off

FEATURES



TROUGH BELT CONVEYORS
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FEATURES

Convey high tonnage of materials.

Handle gradual inclines over long runs of 150 or more.

Convey horizontal up to 28° incline depending on product.

Require very little maintenance

High efficiency

Almost resistance-free conveying

High operational reliability

The safety devices include an off-track detector,
speed detector, and pull wire switch.

Troughed belts are used for rapid and efficient conveying of various materials such as glass, cans, sand, waste paper, etc. 

The troughed belt runs in a 'V'shape along trough idlers fitted in a solid steel plate frame. Various belt widths are available, 

and the length can be adjusted for the intended use. Longer lengths are available as well. 

The troughed belt conveyor is probably the most widely used and well known conveyor design of all types of belt conveyors. 

The troughed belt conveyor has proven to be a reliable and versatile conveyor in many applications and is probably more

forgiving than most other types of conveyors when exposed to adverse operating conditions. Improved technology 

supporting the design of conveyor systems together with innovations in component design and a better understanding 

of the dynamics prevalent in conveyor belts during operation, have propelled troughed belt conveyors into broader 

applications and higher conveying capacities.

APPLICATIONS:

Water & waste water treatment facilities
Power plant/coal
Pulp & paper
Food
Agriculture
Pharmaceuticals
Solid waste
Mining
Lumber
Automotive

ADVANTAGES

Economical

Durable

High Operational Safety

Low Maintenance

Efficient



TELESCOPIC BELT CONVEYOR 
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This is an automatic loading & unloading equipment which can extend directly into containers/trucks

trailers/vehicles. It is widely used in logistics shipping and receiving distribution centers, ports, docks, 

stations, airports and warehouses.      

ALIG Telescopic Belt Conveyors are able to move any object the operator can lift: It offers brilliant 

lighting, intuitive operation and a wide range of safety features, e.g. full underguarding and pop-out 

rollers. Service hatches facilitate easy maintenance. Accelerate unloading /loading with Telescopic 

Belt Conveyors     

Telescopic Belt Conveyors can be custom-built to match your requirements. Adjustable working height 

means Telescopic Belt Conveyors can be used to load or unload all vehicle sizes from trailers to small vans.

The impressive reach of ALIG Telescopic Belt Conveyors means that the loader/unloader can 

comfortably work throughout the length of the vehicle.     

                

                 

Working in trucks and trailers does not have to be uncomfortable and dark. Incredible front lighting

is standard on all ALIG Telescopic Belt Conveyors. The entire floor of the trailer is illuminated by ALIG 

Performer. Circulating air or heating keeps the temperature comfortable make it easier when working 

at height, perhaps when emptying a container packed to the brim. 

FEATURES

Lighten the Load for Employees



SLAT CONVEYOR

Slat Conveyors are Conveyors employing one or more endless chains to which non-overlapping, non-interlocking, 

spaced slats are attached. Slat conveyors consist of endless chains, driven by electric motors operating through 

reduction gears and sprockets, with attached spaced slats to carry objects that would damage a belt because of

sharp edges or heavy weights.
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APPLICATION

 Non-Contact Accumulation

 Zone Based with fixtures

 Pallet loads with bottoms not suitable for roller or chain conveyor

 Dirty, Oily wet loads

Chain conveyor is a rugged and durable conveyor system that is used to transport a multitude of products that would not typically

convey on a roller conveyor. Typical products that would be conveyed include pallets, racks, industrial containers and other products 

with a sturdy conveying surface.

DESIGN 

Completely enclosed casing 

Reduced material residues in the drive and return units 

All elements have been optimized to prevent material residues

Low operating power requirement

All elements made of materials safe for food applications

CHAIN CONVEYOR



CHIP/HINGE CONVEYOR
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Its superior hinged steel belt conveyor for moving chips out of metalworking operations. A key Alig advantage is our exclusive 

tight tolerance Radial Side wing which alleviates the most common frustrations with traditional scrap chip conveyors.

A machine shop producing a high volume of chips continuously could not shut down the chip scrap conveyor to change bins. 

Titan offered a discharge chute with a pant leg configuration and a pneumatic diverter to shift the flow of chips from one side 

of the pant leg to the other.
Conveyors are available with either a stamped side wing or our exclusive radial side wing which virtually eliminates jamming 
with small chips and fines. Chip conveyor models are available with many options including drive locations, liquid tight bottom 
pan. Typical model used for chip conveyors

Chip conveyors and coolant filtration systems - Automate chip removal and increase your machining productivity with 
solutions that safely remove the waste from your processes.

Our systems are built based on your requirements and can be custom engineered to manage any chip type and material, 
scrap, parts, coolant, and coolant filtration.

Our expert designers are equipped with the know-how you'll need for a solution that fits. With long history partnering with 
global machine tool brands, chances are we've designed it before, but we're no stranger to large complex systems connecting 
multiple machines for a fully automated manufacturing plant.

Chip conveyors and coolant filtration systems - Automate chip removal and increase your machining productivity with 
solutions that safely remove the waste from your processes.

Our systems are built based on your requirements and can be custom engineered to manage any chip type and material, 
scrap, parts, coolant, and coolant filtration.

Our expert designers are equipped with the know-how you'll need for a solution that fits. With long history partnering with 
global machine tool brands, chances are we've designed it before, but we're no stranger to large complex systems connecting 
multiple machines for a fully automated manufacturing plant.

CHALLENGE AND SOLUTION



VERTICAL CHAIN CONVEYOR
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Opposed-shelf type that has two or more vertical elevating conveying units opposed to each other. Each unit consists of 

one or more endless chains whose adjacent facing runs in parallel paths. Thus, each pair of opposing shelves or brackets 

receive objects (usually dish trays) and deliver them to any number of elevations.

Moving heavy products from one level of height to another vertically. 

Moving product through high temperature zones (e.g. ovens) where other conveyor types may not be suitable

Moving in either stepped or single  modes (i.e. the chain stops and starts each time to move a product 

to the end of the chain using a sensor)

Changing the speed is necessary. When fitted with a 

VFD (variable frequency drive), a chain conveyor is a 

simple conveyor to adjust the speed on

High load-carrying capacity

Fast assembly and delivery

Possibility of managing special requirements of the 

customers, such as the use of a different chain type, 

chain with carriers, etc.

REQUIREMENT

ADVANTAGES



ROLLER CONVEYOR

Gravity Roller Conveyors are the most economical and common method of conveying unit loads. The conveyors are 

typically mounted on a slight decline angle, therefore using gravity to assist product movement, specially for long distances.  

They can also be used in applications where the conveyor is level and operators can push the product along to its final destination.

Rugged Construction

Corrosion Resistant

Low Operational Cost

Energy Efficient

Long Performing Life

Convey loads of Cartons, Totes, Fixtures, Cardboard Boxes

Non-Contact Accumulation

Unitized

Pallet loads when bottom boards are perpendicular to the rollers

Pallet loads when bottom boards are parallel to the rollers

Side loading/unloading

Accumulation of loads
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We are a profound manufacturer & supplier of a precision engineered assortment of Roller Conveyor Systems.Our 

offered range caters most economical solutions to the clients for carrying heavy weight materials from one point to 

another. Our range fabricated using high grade raw materials and advanced technology at our advanced manufacturing unit.

Gravity Roller Conveyor

Powered Roller Conveyor

They are chain driven (Continuous chain drive or Roll-To-Roll chain drive). Modular construction in standard Adjustable 

leg support eases installation and leveling at site MOC can be MS or SS as desired.

Features Application



SCREW CONVEYOR

Screw conveyors are used to convey the material continuously with the help of a rotating helical screw blade (known as flights) 

by shear and tumbling effect inside a U shaped trough or a round tube. They are generally used for handling fines of coal, 

crushed material, powders, cement, chemicals etc. 

The periphery of leading side of the helix is provided with hard face welding for handling abrasive material.

Cement, Dry & Damp Fly Ash, Coal Mill Dust, Clinker Dust, ESP Dust, Sepax Dust, Raw Mill / Kiln Cooler Dust.

Soya bean cake and seeds, De-oiled cakes, Solvent extraction System for Edible oil industry, Sugar (Finished Goods)

 Stable Bleaching Powder, Soda Ash, Pue PTA, Hydrated Lime for Paper Industry, Polyfibre Industry and Bleaching Powder 

Industry, Carcinogen.

Alternative Fuel ( Rice Husk /Cow Dung)

Sludge

Sinter Dust ; Iron Oxide Dust ; Burnt Lime , Calcined Lime, Pellet Dust

 

Burnt Lime

 

 Compact and easily adapted to congested locations

 Can be used to control the flow of material in processing operations which depend upon accurate batching

 Are versatile and can be employed in horizontal, inclined and vertical installations.

 Can be used as a mixer or agitator to blend dry or fluid ingredients, provide crystallization or coagulant action, or  

 maintain solutions in suspension.

 Can be sealed to prevent the escape of dust or fumes from inside the conveyor; or prevent dust contamination from 

 outside the conveyor.

 Can be made out of a variety of materials to resist corrosion, abrasion or heat, depending upon the product being 

 conveyed.

 Can be outfitted with multiple discharge points. 

APPLICATIONS

ADVANTAGES

Cement Industry

Food Industry 

Chemical Industry

Power Industry 

Paint Industry 

Steel Industry 

Paper Industry
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LED BULB AGING CONVEYOR
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LED Aging Line: We use this machine to test CFL/LED lamp during different voltage and temperature, specification 

designed based on buyer's capacity. ALIG Conveyors follows all quality checks during making of CFL/ LED Bulb. 

Our LED ageing machine is fully automatic, and

LED Assembly and Ageing Line

We custom design and manufacture assembly lines & aging lines for LED Bulbs. The line consists of array assembly on 

free flow chain conveyors. Through bus bar system a certain length of the conveyor is powered with single phase power 

supply for online testing of the fitted LED Bulbs. The assembly line is complete with accessories such as illumination, 

work instruction sheet display, tool hanger, pneumatic line for tools and other accessories.



 PAINT SHOP SOLUTION
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We are engaged in offering Paint Shop Conveyors that are designed according to the clients' requirements. Our 

conveyors are known for their durability, high performance standards and quality tested in order to meet the 

industrial standards.

Durability

Perfect finish

Compact design

Fine-finish

Smooth working

Very long lasting

Tamper-proof

Withstand high temperature and pressure

Type: Coating Production Line

FEATURES

USES

Wet Spray Painting

Powder Coating

Dip Lines

E-Coating and Plating

Cleaning and Pretreatment

Wood Finishing

APPLICABLE TO

Four-Wheel Biplanar Conveyor

I-Beam Conveyor

Enclosed Track Conveyors



ASSEMBLY LINE & MATERIAL TRANSFER SOLUTION

More than ever, manufacturers and system integrators are turning to ALIG Conveyors for our unique ability to provide 

exactly what is needed to make production line safe and efficient. ALIG Conveyors has the products and 

experience to provide innovative assembly line conveyor systems, from basic assembly to complex.

Offers neat, clean and smooth production line

Ergonomic Delivery of Parts

Automatic Carrier Return for Reloading

Smart Assembly

Efficient and Safe Delivery of Parts

Multi-strand chain conveyor, Chain Driven Live Roller Conveyors for heavy duty assembly line systems

Slider bed belt conveyors are ideal for transporting light or irregularly shaped items

Table top conveyor for light assembly operation

Hinged Steel Belt conveyors for part and scrap handling

Multi-Strand-Chain conveyors for heavy appliance assembly lines

For lines with walk on requirements, Pallet pro is ideal

FEATURES

APPLICABLE TO
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FAN TESTING & FAN-STATOR VARNISHING SOLUTION

Overhead Fan Testing Conveyor range of mini four wheel model overhead fan testing conveyor is widely used in fan 

manufacturing processes. In such conveyor systems, these are a bus bar facility which facilitates the transportation 

and testing of fans simultaneously. These conveyors are used for transporting light weight component.

Fan Stator Varnishing Assembly is very helpful in the time-efficient flow of varnished Fan Stators as it will increase the no. 

of varnished stator per minute. Over head Conveyors are playing a crucial role for this very purpose. And we are offering 

the best alignments and combinations to suit industry's requirement.
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FAN TESTING 

 FAN-STATOR VARNISHING 



SLAUGHTER SOLUTION
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A system of this type is known and is intended to convey slaughtered animals via cutting units where they are cut into 

portions. The portions cut off fall onto conveyor belts or into trays and then have to be further processed individually. 

HIDE PULLERBLEEDING HOIST

SLAUGHTER CONVEYOR RITUAL BOX

PLATFORM

CONVEYOR CHAIN



Follow Us: 

+91-725-2002400, +91-725-2002700

UPSIDC, Naya Nagar, Anoopshahar Road, Cherat, Aligarh-202002 (U.P) INDIA

info@aligconveyor.com | aligconveyor@gmail.com
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